
TEACHER: L. Speck SUBJECT: Learning Strategies 10th-12th *5th Block English 2 Focus DATE: July 26, 2021
DAY BELL RINGER ANTICIPATORY SET PROCEDURES ASSESSMENT CLOSURE

MON

ACT Practice
TTW utilize the ACT
handbook to review test
taking skills and review
ACT practice from their
Eng. 10 class.

BellRinger completion will
be graded and used as a
daily weekly grade.

Immediate teacher feedback
and student self-correction
will be implemented.

● Check email everyday
● Check Google

Classroom-make sure
students are able to access
information

● Utilize google classroom
calendar

● Motivation Video
● Introduce the Article of the

Week topic due Friday

Whole Group-
*Improving Vocabulary Skills Ch 1-
Complete Ten Words in Context and Matching Words
with Definitions together-students will be given time
to work before we review. Students will use the
activities at the end of the week quiz.
Small group
*Students will begin MobyMax loggins and
assessments for data driven skill building activities.
These will also be used for IEP progress monitoring.
Independent Work
*Begin reading AOW 1 and review what a summary
paragraph will look like and expectations.
Rotation Stations (Small-Group)
TTW reread the Article of the Week from the
assigned Eng. 10 lesson.  Help students annotate
the article, look for keywords, ask questions,
underline, or highlight evidence in the article,
find author’s purpose by identifying specific
word choice. TTW will emphasize main idea,
tone, purpose, audience, and theme.
-Icarus Lesson Review

Exit Ticket Question
with rewards to
prepare students for
3 weeks Exam,
Individualized
Progress monitoring
weekly assignments
-Encourage students
to use
accommodations
-Answer any
questions students
have before the
informal or formal
assessments.
-Encourage students
to stay on task with
praise.

TTW will praise and
give positive feedback
before pointing out
negative behavior
and/or work
completed during
class.
TSW own their
weaknesses and make
plans to compensate
for these weaknesses.
TTW remind students
of any homework and
of a need to remain
organized.
TTW review schedule
and assignments due

TUE
ACT Practice
TTW utilize the ACT
handbook to review test
taking skills and review
ACT practice from their
Eng. 10 class.

BellRinger completion will
be graded and used as a
daily weekly grade

Immediate teacher feedback
and student self-correction
will be implemented.

● Check email everyday
● Check Google Classroom
● Utilize google classroom

calendar
● Discuss topic related to

AOW 1

Whole Group-
*Improving Vocabulary Skills Ch 1-
Complete Sentence Check 1-students will be given
time to work before we review. Students will use the
activities at the end of the week quiz.
Small group
*Students will continue MobyMax loggins and
assessments for data driven skill building activities.
These will also be used for IEP progress monitoring.
Independent Work
*Continue  reading AOW 1 and review what a
summary paragraph will look like and expectations
with a graphic of a good summary.
Rotation Stations (Small-Group)
TTW reread the Article of the Week.  Help students
annotate the article, look for keywords, ask questions,
underline, or highlight evidence in the article, find
author’s purpose by identifying specific word
choice. TTW will emphasize main idea, tone,

Exit Ticket Question
with rewards to
prepare students for
3 weeks Exam,
Individualized
Progress monitoring
weekly assignments
-Encourage students
to use
accommodations
-Answer any
questions students
have before the
informal or formal
assessments.
-Encourage students
to stay on task with
praise.

TTW will praise and
give positive feedback
before pointing out
negative behavior
and/or work
completed during
class.
TSW own their
weaknesses and make
plans to compensate
for these weaknesses.
TTW remind students
of any homework and
of a need to remain
organized.
TTW review schedule
and assignments due

.



purpose, audience, and theme. Make sure students
understand the article and where and how to submit
work. Complete any work that was not completed in
English class

WED

ACT Practice

TTW utilize the ACT
handbook to review test
taking skills and review
ACT practice from their
Eng. 10 class.

BellRinger completion will
be graded and used as a
daily weekly grade

Immediate teacher feedback
and student self-correction
will be implemented.

● Check email everyday
● Check Google Classroom
● Utilize google classroom

calendar
● Discuss any new ideas from

AOW 1

.Whole Group-
*Improving Vocabulary Skills Ch 1-
Complete Sentence Check 2 together-students will be
given time to work before we review. Students will
use the activities at the end of the week quiz.
Small group
*Students will continue MobyMax loggins and
assessments for data driven skill building activities.
These will also be used for IEP progress monitoring.
Independent Work
*Continue reading AOW 1 and  help with students
writing summaries. Reteach good sentence structure
and use of complete sentences.

Rotation Stations (Small-Group)
TTW reread the Article of the Week.  Help students
annotate the article, look for keywords, ask questions,
underline, or highlight evidence in the article, find
author’s purpose by identifying specific word
choice. TTW will emphasize main idea, tone,
purpose, audience, and theme. Make sure students
understand the article and where and how to submit
work. Complete any work that was not completed in
English class

Exit Ticket Question
with rewards to
prepare students for
3 weeks Exam,
Individualized
Progress monitoring
weekly assignments
-Encourage students
to use
accommodations
-Answer any
questions students
have before the
informal or formal
assessments.
-Encourage students
to stay on task with
praise.

TTW will praise and
give positive feedback
before pointing out
negative behavior
and/or work
completed during
class.
TSW own their
weaknesses and make
plans to compensate
for these weaknesses.
TTW remind students
of any homework and
of a need to remain
organized.
TTW review schedule
and assignments due

THU

ACT Practice

TTW utilize the ACT
handbook to review test
taking skills and review
ACT practice from their
Eng. 10 class.

BellRinger completion will
be graded and used as a
daily weekly grade

Immediate teacher feedback
and student self-correction
will be implemented.

● Check email everyday
● Check Google Classroom
● Utilize google classroom

calendar
● Review of all things due on

Friday and what needs to be
completed for a grade

Whole Group-
*Improving Vocabulary Skills Ch 1-
Complete Final Check together-students will be given
time to work before we review. Students will use the
activities at the end of the week quiz.
Small group
*Students will continue MobyMax loggins and
assessments for data driven skill building activities.
These will also be used for IEP progress monitoring.
Independent Work
*Continue reading AOW 1 and  help with students
writing summaries. Reteach good sentence structure
and use of complete sentences. Remind students that
summaries are due tomorrow along with Vocabulary
Quiz 1
Rotation Stations (Small-Group)
TTW reread the Article of the Week from assigned
English 10 lesson.  Help students annotate the article,

- Exit Ticket
Question with
rewards to prepare
students for 3 weeks
Exam,
Individualized
Progress monitoring
weekly assignments
-Encourage students
to use
accommodations
-Answer any
questions students
have before the
informal or formal
assessments.

TTW will praise and
give positive feedback
before pointing out
negative behavior
and/or work
completed during
class.
TSW own their
weaknesses and make
plans to compensate
for these weaknesses.
TTW remind students
of any homework and
of a need to remain
organized.
TTW review schedule
and assignments due



look for keywords, ask questions, underline, or
highlight evidence in the article, find author’s
purpose by identifying specific word choice. TTW
will emphasize main idea, tone, purpose, audience,
and theme.-Make sure students understand the article
and where and how to submit work. Complete any
work that was not completed in English class

-Encourage students
to stay on task with
praise.

FRI

ACT Practice

TTW utilize the ACT
handbook to review test
taking skills and review
ACT practice from their
Eng. 10 class.

BellRinger completion will
be graded and used as a
daily weekly grade

Immediate teacher
feedback and student
self-correction will be
implemented.

● Check email everyday
● Check Google Classroom
● Utilize google classroom

calendar
● Weekly Idiom challenge

Whole Group-
*Quick review of all vocabulary words
Small group
*Students will continue MobyMax loggins and
assessments for data driven skill building activities.
These will also be used for IEP progress monitoring.
Independent Work
Complete AOW 1 and Voc Quiz 1 online or on paper.
Rotation Stations (Small-Group)
TTW reread the Article of the Week from assigned
English 10 lesson.  Help students annotate the article,
look for keywords, ask questions, underline, or
highlight evidence in the article, find author’s
purpose by identifying specific word choice. TTW
will emphasize main idea, tone, purpose, audience,
and theme. Make sure students understand the article
and where and how to submit work. Complete any
work that was not completed in English class

- Exit Ticket
Question with
rewards to prepare
students for 3 weeks
Exam,
Individualized
Progress monitoring
weekly assignments
-Encourage students
to use
accommodations
-Answer any
questions students
have before the
informal or formal
assessments.
-Encourage students
to stay on task with
praise.

TTW will praise and
give positive feedback
before pointing out
negative behavior
and/or work
completed during
class.
TSW own their
weaknesses and make
plans to compensate
for these weaknesses.
TTW remind students
of any homework and
of a need to remain
organized.
TTW review schedule
and assignments due


